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Aeroelastic calculations on a nuriber of specific aircraft projects 
have recently been made to provide comparative assessments. The character- 
istics of the aircraft were such as to provide valuable data on the aero- 
elastic problems of future high speed aircraft with specific reference to 
wing planforms and foreplane control. The flutter, divergence end aileron 
reversal speeds are given for the various projects and general conclusions 
are drawn. Throughout t‘ne work simple arbitrary modes have been assumed 
and simple beam theory used in evaluating the elastic stiffnesses. Approxi- 
mate three-dimensional. aerodynaxic derivatives have been used in most of the 
work, and in the flutter calculations the effect of Mach No. has been esti- 
mated only by empirical rules. The value of the results is limited by these 
assumptions. 
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1 Introduction 

Five firms submitted tenders to a specification for a certain 
high speed aircraft. The suggested wings all had a low-aspect ratio, but 
the wing planforms and engine positions varied considerably. The wide 
variety of layouts suggested indicates that there are quite a number of 
aerodynsmic shapes which will provide a reasonable answer to the operational 
requirements; but the aeroelastic characteristics differ considerably. A 
quantitative comparison of the wing planforms has been made with regard to 
flutter and aileron reversal; snd curves of flutter speed against foreplane 
control frequency enable a qualitative comparison to be made of the foreplanes. 

The five tenders are referred to throughout this paper as A, B, C, D 
snd E. Also 'wing of aircraft D' for example is abbreviated and referred to 
simply as 'wing D'. All aircraft except D were of canard layout; all 
except E had ste4 as their main structural material. Throughout the work 
simple beam theory was used in calculating the elastic stiffnesses. Inconr 
pressible aerodynsmic derivatives were used throughout the flutter calcula- 
tions and the effect of Haoh No. was estimated by empirical rules. In the 
aileron reversal calculations comlzessible derivatives were used although 
the transonic range had to be covered by interpolation of the results 
obtained outside this range. In view of these simplifications the results 
and conclusions must be regarded as tentative. 

It is emphasised that the work relates to the designs as tendered, and 
subsequent development by the firms concerned (which in some cases has been 
considerable) has had to be ignored. 

2 Wing flutter 

The wing planforms and the assumed torsion boxes (as broken lines) are 
shown in fig.1. On all five tenders sensry flutter calculations were made, 
the wings being assumed encastered at the root and deforming in simple 
arbitrary modes. In addition to the structural modes a body freedom mcde of 
roll was assumed for antisymmetric flutter. In the calculating of the 
coefficients associated with these modes a large number of figures was 
retained and the high cross-inertias were then eliminated by suitable matrix 
transformations. Control surface flutter was investigated on each aircraft. 

For wings A, B and C oscillatory derivatives were estimated from the 
three-dhnsional incompressibl e static derivatives as suggested by 
Minhinnick'. On wings D and E, Woodcockts delta-wing incompressible deriva- 
tives2 were used. On wings A and D the aerodynamic forces on the engine 
nacelles themselves were ignored but on the wing A their presence was assumed 
to increase the effective aspect ratio - and hence the magnitude of the 
derivatives - of the wing and control surface. On the wing D, since the 
delta-wing derivatives used are only strictly applicable to a wing without 
engine nacelles, their presence was totslly ignored in evaluating the wing 
derivatives but, as on the wing A, they were assumed to inorease the effect- 
ive aspect ratio of the control surface. Stiffnesses throughout were: esti- 
mated theoretically by the use of simple beam theory; control circuit stiff- 
nesses (snd hence control frequencies)were varied. Details and results of 
the calculations on each aircraft follow. The flutter speeds quoted are 
unf'actored for the effect of Mach No. A possible factor is (l-O,166 M cos A), 
where M is the Mach No. at the critical flutter speed and A is the 
sweepback of the leading-edge. 

2.1 Aircraft A* 

Wing A is constructed of steel sandwich panels. The engines are at 
the wing tips and with nacelles, airbrakes aid outriggers weigh 32,600 lb. 

* The information given in this and subsequent sections relates to the 
designs as they were tendered. Any subsequent development work by the firms 
is clearly outside the scope of the present paper. 
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The total wing weight (tanks full) is 69,200 lb, so that as much as 47 per 
cent of the weight is concentrated at the ning tips. The assumed general- 
ised displacements of the wing-aileron system were:- 

2 (cd-hod = cr k,bh., + f,(q)% + f,(v)q3j 

P = % 

where v = y/", a non-dimensional spanwise variable 

a is line-of-flight incidence of wing 

f, = ?J (the rolling freedom) 

f2 = q2 

f3 
! = x3, 

coupled frequencies, 1.5 and 'lo c.p.s. 

% = r) 

f5 = V2 i 
coupled frequencies, 2.9 and 6.8 c.p.s. 

Each overtone mode (the IO c.p.s. and 6.8 c.p.s.) had a node near the wing 
tip. 

The calculations indicate that the wing has a symmetric divergence 
speed of 700 knots and an antisymmetric flutter speed of 563 knots. The 
flutter frequency is 4.68 c.p.s., some 70$ of the overtone tcrsicn frequency 
associated with the two arbitrary torsion modes. The frequency parameter is 
o. 96; and this high value, it would seem, is a result oi' overtone flutter, 
that is, flutter in which an overtone mode is essential. Aileron rotaticn 
is destabilizing; for example, the flutter speed falls to l+90 hots for an 
aileron rotation frequency of IO c.p.s. A point of interest in the investi- 
gation was the stiffness effect of the engine thrust. This y<as allowed for 
by the introduction of bending stiffnesses into the torsion modes (cross- 
stiffnesses) and led to an asymmetric stiffness matrix. The size cf the 
ele;llents of this matrix and the structural stiffness matrix are set out 
below for comparison. The structural stiffness matrix for modes I to 5 is:- 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 53 58 0 0 
0 58 83 0 0 
0 0 0 10.3 8.1 
0 0 0 8.1 8.2 

The elements of the "engine-thrust" stiffness matrix are all zero 
except Eq4, El59 Ea, 325, Ex and335 all of which are of magnitude 1.31. 

The effect on the flutter speed cf including these stiffness contributions 
was found to be very small. In subsequent calculations on the other tenders 
these stiffness contributions from the engines were neglected. 

2.2 AircraftB 

The wing structure is basically a tapered Xarren-girder continuum, the 
upper and lower wing surfaces being steel sandwich panels. The wing has no 
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aileron: roll is produced by differential rotation of the foreplane. At 
the wingtips subsonic drop-tanks are attached; jettison occurs at a Mach 
1~0. of 0.9 at 36,000 ft (280 E.A.s.). In spite of the specified early (low 
E.A.S.) jettison the drop-tanks-on (and full) loading case was investigated. 
In particular the investigation was directed at finding whether some pro- 
hibitive tank attachment frequency would be needed to avoid flutter. 

The wing-tank combination was assumed to deform in six arbitrary 
modes; aircraft roll, two wing distortion modes, drop-tank rotation (roll) 
and two drop-tank distortion modes. If zw and aw are the vertical 
displacement and aerodynamic incidence of the wing in the wing modes, snd 
et and a t the vertical displacement and aerodynamic incidence at the tank 
in the tank modes; then the assumed displacements are given by 

a 
w = f 3hJq3 

zt (tank mid-chord) = or if4(vt,q+ + f5he)q5j 

where % = yw/s, Yw measured from aircraft centre line 

rlt = yt/s, yt measured outwards from wing tip 

fl = VW (aircraft roll) 
2 

f2 = rw with an uncoupled frequency of 3.69 c.p.s. 

f3 
= x with an uncoupled frequency of 13.4 c.p.s. 

f4 
t qt frequency varied 

f5 
= ?I: with an uncoupled frequency cf 14.9 c.p.s. 

f6 = T$, with an uncoupled frequency of 14.4 c.p.s. 

In addition to the displacements listed above there are of course, rigid 
body displacements of the droptanks in the wing modes. 

The results indicate that the critical speeds obtained for the 23 
binary and the I23 ternar?J sre much the same as those obtained when the tank 
flexibilities - as expressed in modes 4 and 6* - were included. The actual 
results are tabulated below. 

Modes 

23 
123 
236 

12346 

Frequency of 
mode 4 - c.p.s. 

Critical 
I 

Critical speed 
condition - knots 

flutter 11% 
flutter 1176 
divergence 1198 
flutter 1100 (approx.) 

Frequency 
- c.p.9. 

7.5 
7.7 

6.5 (approx.) 

* Mode 5 was ignored throughout since the inertia and aerodynamic 
coefficients in it and mode 4 were very similar. 



It appears that the drop-tanks and their at tachment am3 not likely to 
prove a serious aeroelastic problem: calculations indicate that a high 
attachment frequency is not required in the rolling freedom; and, if' it is 
required in the pitching freedom, it should not prove difficult to provide. 

A flexure-torsion binary calculation indicated that the bare wing is 
free from flutter at all airspeeds but diverges at 1770 knots. 

2,3 Aircraft C 

This low aspect-ratio delta wing with a leading-edge sweep of 70' is 
of steel sandwich construction. In front of the torsion box there is a 
large cut-out to fOXlil a wheel well (see fig.1). The engines are distributed 
spanwise inboard of the aileron and close to the trailing-edge. 

Assessment of this wing proved difficult: low aspect-ratio and high 
leading-edge sweep were largely responsible for this. To make any assess- 
ment at all in the very limited time available, simple modes involving no 
chordwise bending had to be assumed and simple beam theory was used in 
calculating the elastic stiffness coefficients. Three-dinensional static 
aerodynamic derivatives were quoted in the brochure and these were used in 
estimating the oscillatory derivatives. 

The wing was assumed to deform in six arbitrary modes; aircraft roll, 
four structural distortion modes and aileron rotation. The wing was assumed 
to twist about a line 14.83 ft in front of the trailing-edge. The vertical 
displacement (2) of this line was given by 

where a is the line-of-flight incidence of the wing 

and 
fl = 7 

f2 = q2 

= ?-J3 
fundamental bending frequency 6.3 c.p.s. 

f3 

% 
= T-)2 

t 
fundamental torsion frequency Vo9 c.p.s. 

f5 
= T13. 

Elastic stiffness contributions in the torsion modes were assumed to 
come from the torsicn box and the wing in front of the wheel well: the 
torsion box was assumed to resist twisting and bending but the front part of 
the wing bending only. The locus of shear centres of the torsion box was 
assumed to be a constant distance in front of the trailing-edge and coinci- 
dent with the torsion box mid-chord line over the inboard part. The skin 
thicknesses (in steel) assumed were: for the torsion box, 0.036 in. in 
torsion and 0.046 in. in bending; and for the front part of the wing 
0.030 in. The results of the flutter calculation shcrVv two foras of flutter, 
similar to those obtained on aircraft D and discussed in the next section, 
which are distinguished by a high frequency when the aileron frequency is 
low and a low frequency at high aileron frequencies. The aileron has very 
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little effect on flutter speed while its frequency is greater than 20 c,p.s.; 
for aileron frequencies less than this, the flutter speed falls rapidly as 
the aileron frequency is reduced. The flutter speeds and frequencies 
obtained are tabulated below. 

Aileron Symmetric Symmetric Antisymmetric Antisymmetric 
frequency - flutter flutter flutter flutter 

c*p.s. speed - frequency - speed - frequency - 
knots c*p*s. knots c.p.s. 

co 1923 7.5 2085 3.2 
IO 1506S 15.9 984 11.0 

The effect of neglecting all the stiffness contributions from the 
front part of the wing was investigated. Their neglect resulted in an 
unrealistic ratio of the fundamental flexural frequency to the fundamental 
torsion frequency so that the result obtained, which was in fact divergence 
at I.&!+0 knots, may be misleading. 

Clearly the results obtained for this wing cannot be expected to be 
numerically accurate, but it is thought that the high values of the basic 
wing critic&l speeds are such that the main wing structure is at least 
adequate for the avoidance of flutter and divergence. 

2.4 AircraftD 

This wing is of steel multi-web construction snd has a cut-out in the 
sheet steel skin inboard of the engines where the undercarriage retracts. 
Some allowance was made for this in estimating the efficiency of the skin 
over this section. As stated previously, wing derivatives used were those 
of Woodcock; for aileron and horn factored two-dimensional derivatives were 
used. In view of the large horn it was decided to allow the horn a separate 
degree of freedom - rotation of the horn about the aileron hinge line 
against a variable elastic constraint. 

In addition to modes of aileron and horn rotation four structural 
distortion modes were assumed, the vertical displacement (2) of a line 27.6ft 
aft of the wing apex and perpendicular to the aircraft centre-line being 
given by 

Also 

P aileron = q5 

P horn = % 

$ This is, in fact, not strictly true; there is a different type of 
flutter below this at IO&+ knots, but, since this is absent at all aileron 
frequencies greater than 10.2 c.P.s., it would be misleading to quote this 
speed to indicate the magnitude of the destabilising effect of the aileron. 
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where a is line-of-flight incidence of wing 

and fl 
zz 7j2 

f2 = Tj3 i 
fundamental frequency 2.0 c.p.53.; overtone, 9.0 c.p.s, 

f3 = v2 
fundamental frequency 3.1 c.p.s.; overtone, 8.4 c.p.s. 

f4 
= q3 

Each overtone mode had a node near the engine. 

The result indicates that the wing symmetric critical speed is flutter 
at 627 knots at a frequency of 6.76 c.p,s. This corresponds to a frequency 
parameter of 0.80. The frequency of the flutter suggests some overtone mode 
is important. As on aircraft A, suspected overtone flutter is characterised 
by a high frequency parameter. Curves of flutter speed plotted against 
aileron frequency are given in fig.2. It will be seen that the horn fre- 
quency does not have a very marked effect cn flutter speed. This result, 
hcwever, must be regarded as tentative in view of the aerodynamic 
assumptions. 

2.5 Aircraft E 

This wing is constructed of an aluminium alloy skin supported by 
stringers, webs and ribs. Fins are carried at the wing tips and lie above 
the plane of the wing. The engines are distributed spanwise inboard of the 
ailerons. 

Six arbitrary modes were assumed; aircraft roll, four structural 
distortion modes and aileron rotation. The wing was assumed to twist about 
a line 13.7 ft in front of the trailing-edge. The vertical displacement (2) 
along this line was given by 

Also 

P = % 

where a is the line-of-flight incidence of the wing 

and f, = r 

f2 = q2 
fundamental. frequency 2.6 c.p.s.; overtone, 7.2 c.p.s. 

f3 
= 11 3 

f4 
= Tj2 

fundamental frequency 4.3 c.p.s.; overtone, 7.5 c.p.s. 

f5 
= rjfi 

Oscillatory derivatives for the fin and aileron were based on three- 
dimensional static; Woodcock's derivatives were used for the wing. Flutter 
speeds are tabulated below. 
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Aileron Symmetric Syrmnetric Antisymmetric Antisymmetric 
frequency - flutter flutter flutter flutter 

c*p*s* speed - frequency - speed- frequency - 
knots c.p.0. knots c.p.s. 

a0 660 3.45 700 3.46 
10 626 3.89 

3 Comnarison of the wing planforms on the basis of flutter 

Aircraft A, C, D and E have roughly the same design weight and so, in 
a sense, the wings of these four aircraft do the same job. On the basis of 
the foregoing results the merits of the planforms have been assessed from an 
aeroelastic standpoint. To isolate the effect of planform, variables frcm 
tender to tender such as thickness/chord ratio and skin thickness were 
eliminated by scaling the actual wing flutter speeds to correspond to a 
standard value of thickness/chord ratio and skin thickness. The differences 
in the scaled flutter speeds is assumed to result from the differences in 
planform and associated layout. As a further extension a flutter speed per 
unit skin mass can be obtained for each layout by dividing the scaled 
flutter speeds by the respective wing areas*. Aircraft B, by virtue of its 
different design weight and different form of wing construction stands apart 
from the rest snd does not lend itself to this type of comparison. Wing E, 
unlike the others, is constructed in aluminium alloy. In order to compare 
this planformwith the rest it was assumed that the flutter speed obtained 
for the alloy wing would also be the flutter speed of a geometrically simi- 
lar wing (apart from the thickness of the skin) of the same torsion&l. stiff- 
ness but constructed in steel. 

The flutter speeds, skin thicknesses, thickness/chord ratios etc. for 
the four wings are given below. The flutter speeds are then scaled to the 
ssme skin thickness and thickness/chord ratio, that for the wing A being 
taken as the standard. For this purpose, the flutter speeds are assumed 
proportional to the thickness/chord ratio** and to the square root of the 
skin thickness. These scaled flutter speeds, if divided by the respective 
wing areas, indicate the efficiency witn which the skin material is used in 
eachplanform. These "planform-efficiency factors", relative to that of 
planform A, are given below. It will be seen that planform C is by far the 
most efficient and that there is little to choose between planforms A, D and 
E. These factors would probably be substantially the same for sny sized 
planforms geometrically similar to the dove, provided that the relative 
planform sizes remained the same. If the compressibility factor 
l- 0.166 M DOS A (M is Mach No. at flutter, A is leading-edge sweep) is 
applied to the flutter speeds based on incompressible derivatives, all the 
efficiency factors are unchanged except that of the planform C which becomes 
2.58. 

The ratio of flutter speed when the aileron frequency is IO c.p.s. to 
the wing flutter speed is quoted to give an indication of the destabilizing 
effect of the ailercn. On wings C and D however, the type of flutter is 
different when the aileron frequency is IO c.p.s. to that when it is inf'in- 
ite. There is a sharp discontinuity in the curves of flutter speed agal&t 

* This is not strictly true since the torsion boxes cover only part of 
the wing areas and elsewhere the skin is probably thinner. 
** The thickness/chord ratio of wing D varied from 3.5% at the root to 3% 
at the tip. For the purpose of scaling the flutter speed of this wing an 
effective thickness/chord ratio was estimated using the strain energy in a 
linear torsion mode as a criterion; the estimated value was 3.37% 
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aileron frequency when the type of flutter changes, and for this reason the 
figures quoted for wings C and D are sensitive to the reference frequency 
which is chosen for the aileron. 

Item x.rlg A ving c Wing D sing E 

Wing flutter speed (knots) 563 1923 627 660 
Flutter frequency (c.P.s.) 4.68 7.50 6.76 3.45 
Frequency parameter at 0,7 

semi-span 0.96 0.37 0.80 0.48 
Thickness/chord ratio ($) 3 4 3.5-3.0 4 
Skin thickness in torsion (ft) 0.004~6 0.003,OO O.OQ+,lY 0.013,92 
Skin material steel steel steel Al. alloy 

Net area of wing (ft2) 1714 1906 1738 1640 
Flutter speed appropriate to a 

thickness/chord ratio of 30 and 
a skin thickness of 0,0&,16 ft 
in steel 563 1698 594 520 

Flutter speed per unit area, 
relative to wing A 1 2.71 0.97 0.97 

Flutter speeci, aileron frequency lOc.+a 
Flutter~ed,aZLeronfYequenoy ~1 0.87 0.51 0.89 0.95 

4 Aileron reversal 

Aileron reversal calculations were made cn aircraft A, C and E. The 
semi-rigid approach was adopted, simple modes of flexure and torsion being 
assumed. The minimum skin thickness required to achieve an equivalent air- 
speed 15s in excess of the design diving speed without reversal ~1a.s esti- 
mated over the specified design Mach No. range of each aircraft. A curve of 
skin thickness required against iMach Kc. for a constant E.A.S. (= 1.15 VD) 
is plotted. Yhen appropriate to a thin unswept wing, this curve has a maxi-= 
mum near to a i&ach number of' 1; and, if this maximum value of skin thick- 
ness is provided on the aircraft, it will have adequate rolling power at all 
speeds and Mach Nos. in its design range. The reason for plotting a curve 
is that it affords a visual. means of interpolating the results in the 
critical transonic speed range, where the aerodynamic derivatives are 
uncertain. Just below a Mach number of 1 - still considering thin unswept 
wings - the lift due to control surface rotation begins to move back from 
about the half chord. to the mid-aileron chord, and at roughly the same Xach 
No. the wing aerodynamic centre begins to move from the region of the quarter 
chord to the hslf chord. It is these movements, in particular the relative 
positions of the centre of pressure due to increments of wing incidence and 
aileron angle, that largely determine the reversal speed. The worst possible 
case occurs when the aileron lift has moved back and the wing centre-of-lift 
is still formrd. 

All the aerodynamic derivatives obtained for the wing-aileron systems 
were overall derivatives, whereas strip derivatives were required for the 
calculations. To convert the overall derivatives to the strip derivatives 
necessitated an assumption for the spazntise lift distribution; the assumed 
distributions are quoted for each aircraft under the appropriate heading. 
The derivatives involved are: 

2 (= al) , 2, 2 (= a21 y 

a% 
aP l 

These derivatives define the magnitude and position of lift due to wing 
incidence and aileron sngle. Details ati results for each aircraft follow. 
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4.1 Aircraft A 

Modes of ljnear and parabolic torsion about the mid-chord line were 
assumed; flexure modes were neglected owing to the lack of appreciable 
sweep. The lift due to wing incidence and lift due to aileron angle were 
assumed to act at a constant fraction of the local chord; the snanwise 
distribution of the lifts was assumed proportional to the chord [i.e. 
constant a , and a2), the aileron-induced lift extending over the aileron 
span only. These assumptions are appropriate to two-dimensional aero- 
dynamics since the aileron chord is a constant fracticn cd' the wing chord. 
Curves of skin thickness against Mach No. for an equivalent airspeed of 559 
knots are given in fig.3. The points on the curve at subsonic and super- 
sonic speeds were calculated, but between M&h Nos. of 0.9 and 1.5 the 
broken-line curve is an interpolation. The effect of including the rolling 
moment due to the deflected engine thrust line at reversal. was investigated 
and found to be small (see fig.3). 

The design diving speed of this aircraft is 486 knots E.A.S. at sea- 
level, 450 at 26,000 ft and 475 at 60,000 ft. A speed of 486 knots at sea- 
level corresponds to a Wch No. of 0.73; and the skin thictiess required at 
this Mach NC. (at sea-level) can be read from the graph directly as 45 
thousandths of an inch. Also a speed of 486 knots E.A.S. and a &ch No. of 
1 would call for a skin thickness of 71 thou; but the aircraft is never 
required tc fly at 486 knots E.A.S. when the &iach No. is I. In fact, if the 
design diving speed varies linearly with altitude up to 26,000 ft, the 
design diving speed has dropped to460 knots E.A.S. by the time the aircraft 
is flying at the speed of sound. This conditiun was found to be the most 
adverse; and the skin thickness requirement is obtained by multiplying the 
skin thickness of 71 thou. by !diG2 

( > 486 
, giving 64 thou. For the sake of 

compariscn the skin thickness required to achieve a wing flutter speed of 
1.25 VD at sea-level is indicated; both the factored (for compressibility) 
and unfactored results are represented. 

4.2 Aircraft C 

Low aspect ratic and high leading-edge sweep combined to make even a 
preliminary assessment of this wing difficult. Only supersonic derivatives 
could be obtained, and shortage of time precluded the use of any but simple 
beail theory for calculating the elastic stiffness coefficients, which were 
the same as those used in the wing flutter calculations (see section 2.3). 
Overall derivatives being quoted for the aileron, the actual aileron was 
replaced by a rectangular aileron of the same span as the original and the 
same chord as the inner part. The lift due to aileron was assumed constant 
along the aileron span (the investigation was restricted to supersonic 
speeds) and acting at a constant fraction of the aileron chord the magnitude 
and position being such as to give the same overall lift and pitching moment 
as estimated for the original. Over the wing the spanwise load distribution 
was assumed to be elliptic and the locus of aerodynamic centres was assumed 
to be a straight line at a constant fraction of the chord. Modes of para- 
bolic aryi cubic torsion about an axis 14.83 ft in front of the trailing edge 
and parabolic flexure were considered. A curve of required skin thickness 
against Mach No. for an equivalent airspeed of 805 knots is given in fig,4. 
The design diving speed of this aircraft is 700 knots E.A.S. from sea-level 
up to 45,000 rt; above 45,000 ft the restriction is M = 2.75. All points 
on the curve are realistic in that they correspond to altitudes less than 
45,000 ft. 

4.3 AircraftE 

This wing is constructed in aural whereas the other two are in steel. 
As on aircraft C the investigation was restricted to the supersonic speed 
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range as derivatives at other Mach Nos.could not be obtained. The locus of 
aerodynamic centres was assumed to be a straight line at a constant fraction 
cf the chord, and the spanwise load distribution was assumed to be the mean 
of an elliptic distribution and a distribution proportional tc the chord. 
Lift due to aileron was taken to act at a constant fraction of the aileron 
chord aft of the hinge line. A curve of skin thickness against Mach NC. for 
an airspeed of 595.7 knots is given in fig.5. 

The design diving speed of this aircraft is 518 knots E.A.S. from sea- 
level to 36,000 ft and 484 knots at 57,000 ft. For an E.A.S. restriction of 
518 knots, Mach Nos. up to 1.65 can be achieved below 36,000 ft; the curve 
to the left of the vertical intercepting line thus corresponds to actual 
flight conditions. The effect of the decrease in design E.A.S. above 
36,000 ft is to lessen the skin requirements predicted by the right-hand 
portion of the curve. 

5 Comparison of the wing planforms on the basis of aileron reversal 

In figs.3, 4 and 5 the skin thickness required on each aircraft to 
achieve 1.15 VD was given. Owing to differences in each design, of which 
material of construction, thickness/chord ratio and design diving speed are 
perhaps the most important, any comparison as to the best planform based 
directly on these graphs would be unrealistic. To effect a truer comparison 
each graph was resealed to correspond to a 4% thick wing of steel construc- 
tion and an aileron reversal speed of 600 knots E.A.S.; the result is shown 
in fig.6. 

6 Foreplane flutter 

Four of the five tenders submitted were of canard layout, the exception 
being aircraft D. Calculations were made on all the canard layouts. The 
assumed foreplane shapes are shown in fig.7, the aircraft centre-lines and 
foreplane pitching axes being shown as chain-dotted lines. The flutter 
calculations made involved structural modes of fuselage ficxure and torsion, 
and foreplane flexure and torsion. The associated structural stiffnesses 
were based on the skin thicknesses quoted or calculated from the overall 
weight. Other modes were foreplane rotation, elevator rotation and elevator 
torsion; in such modes the frequencies were left as variables. These fre- 
quencies do, in fact, to a large extent remain unknown until detailed calcu- 
lations and measurements have been made on the prototype aircraft; in any 
case they could probably be modified - within limits - without an appreciable 
increase in overall weight. These preliminary calculations were intended to 
indicate what order of control frequencies are needed to attain the required 
vD* 

Symmetric and antisymmetric arbitrary mode calculations were made on 
all aircraft but one, the exception being aircraft E on which no anti- 
symmetric calculations were made because of the high degree of taper of both 
foreplane and elevator. In the symnetric flutter calculations the fuselage 
modes envisaged were fundamental and overtone flcxure and in the anti- 
symmetric, fundamental and overtone torsion. Since the assumed fuselage 
modes were similar for each aircraft, it is convenient to express the modal 
displacements and rotations in general terms and then particularise for each 
aircraft. 

In the arbitrary 
(z) of the fuselage in 

mode symmetric flutter calculations the displacement 
the two fuselage modes was given by 

Kode 1: 2 z crc2q1 

hbde2: 2 = crE2( I-kE) 92 
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where c is distance (non-dimensionalised) of any point in fuselage in 
front of the fuselage node in mode 3 

E is distance (non-dimensionalised) of any point in fuselage in 
front of the fuselage node in mode 2 

k is such that A,2 = 0. 

E=O and E=O,thefi.xing 
from the mass distribution. 

points in modes I and 2, were audged roughly 

In the arbitrary mode antisyrmnetric calculations the rotation (0) of 
any section was given by 

Mode I: 8 = gq, 

Mode 2: 8 = ti(l-k8% 

where Es, E and k have the same meanings as above. 

In addition to this arbitrary mode approach, calculations involving 
fuselag< calculated normal modes were made on aircraft A and E. These'nozmal' 
modes mere obtained by making the arbitrary symmetric modes' orthogonal 
with respect to pitch, vertical translation and each other. The first step 
was to elimina te the cross inertial coupling between the fuselage structural 
modes and the body freedom modes by a matrix transformation. Sbce the 
elastic stiffnesses associated with the body freedom modes were already 
zero, the four original modes had now been reduced to: two modes of zero 
frequency and zero inertial and elastic coupling, and two other modes both 
orthogonal to pitch and vertical translation. These latter pair provided 
the 'normali modes, 

Throughout the work, oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives for the fore- 
plane were based on three dirrr;nsional incompressible static derivatives as 
suggested by Minhinnick. In some cases account was taken of the aerodynamic 
foroes on the fuselage by the use of slender body theory. Details of calcu- 
lations on each aircraft follow. Calculations involving the typs of fuse- 
lage modes described above are, for convenience, referred to as arbitrary 
smtric, arbitrary antisymmetric and 'normal' symmetric. The fl&ter 
speeds quoted do not include the Mach No. correction. The effect of 
compressibility can be estimated by multiplying the flutter speed based on 
incompressible flow by l-O.166 M cos A, as in the wing flutter calculations. 

6.1 Aircraft A 

This design was probably investigated the most extensively; flutter 
involving each type of fuselage mode was considered. The nodal point in 
m&e -I was assumed to be at the wing apex, which is 58 ft aft of the fore- 
plane hinge line; in mode 2, 16 ft aft of the apex. The calculated fre- 
quencies of the fuselage modes are givenbelow. 

Arbitrary synrmetric modes: uncoupled frequencies, 3.4 and 12 c.p.s.; 
coupled, 2.9 and 12.1 c.p.s. 

Arbitrary antisymmetric modes: uncoupled frequencies, 16 and 4.4 c.p.s. 

Wormal' syinrnetric modes: frequencies 6 and -l3 c.p.s, 
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The assumed foreplane modes were:- 

Mode 3 Parabolic flexurc of foreplani at an uncoupled frequency of 
9.8 c.p.s. 

a t’ 0 . 

Mode 4 Rotation of foreplane about its hinge line - frequency varied 

01 = 94 l 

&iode 5 Torsion of foreplan- ti about mid-chord at an uncoupled frequeincy of 
20.2 c.p.s. 

a = 71q5 l 

Mode 6 Elevator rotation - frequency varied 

P = % 

where IJ is a non-dimensional spanwise variable, q = 0 on a/c centre line 

5 " " " 
11 chordwise 1) 

' % = 0 on foreplane hinge 
line 

g2 " " " 
II ?I II 

' E2 z 0 on foreplane mid- 
chord 

E;3 ” ” ” 11 11 II 
> f 3 

= 0 on elevator hinge 
line 

No allowance was made for the aerodynamic forces on the fuselage. 

Curves of flutter speed against foreplane rotation for the arbitrary 
symmetric and 'normal' symmetric calculations are given in fig.8. At low 
foreplane rotation freqencies (<IO c.p.s.) the flutter is essentially 
binary flutter between fundamental fuselage flexure and foreplane rotation. 
At high rotation frequencies the flutter tends to ternary flutter involving 
foreplane flexure, torsion and rotation; flexure-torsion flutter itself is 
absent below 2,372 ft/sec. A large diffcrLnce will be observed in the 
senary results for the arbitrary and 'normal' mode calculations. In view of 
the similarity of the quinary results it would appear that the fundamental 
fuselage mode is largely responsible for this. In the arbitrary mode calcu- 
lations the fundamental mode at 3.4 c.p*s. stabilized the flutter obtained 
for the quinary and led to divergence at an airspeed of about 1780 ft/sec. 
In the 'normal' mode calculations, the fundamental mode at 6 c.p.s. had the 
effect of displacing the quinary curve to the right. This difference in 
effect was not due only to the difference in frequencies of the two modes: 

ell in the arbitrary mode calculations was adjusted to give a fundamental 
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frequency of 6 c,p.s. and the resulttig curve of flutter speed against fore- 
plane rotation frequency did not agree even roughly with the 'nor~~al mode 
ourve. 

Curvt?s of antisymmetric flutter speed against forcplane rotation fre- 
quency are given in fig.10. As the fuselage frequencies are jnoreased the 
right hand part of the curves - where the forcplane torsion and rotation are 
greater than the foreplane bending frequency - are lowered. The effect of 
the fuselage torsion modes, particularly the fund~ntal, is probably to 
modify the foreplane flexure mode, the fundamental mode of this combination 
coupling with foreplane torsion and rotation to give flutter, A frequenoy 
increase in the fuselage torsion modes results in an increase in the fre- 
quency of the fundamental flexure mode; this approach to the foreplane 
torsion and rotation frequenoies results in a decrease in flutter speed. 

Curves of flutter speed against the elevator rotation frequency for 
the arbitrary symmetric and 'normal' symmetric cslculations are given in 
fig.9; corresponding curves for the arbitrary antisymrnetric calcuiations 
are given in fig.14. 

6.2 Airoraft B 

&bitrary mode calculations only were made on this aircraft, although 
both symmetric and antisymmetric flutter were considered. The fuselage 
fixing points in modes I and 2 were assumed to be 38.6 ft aft of the fore- 
plane hinge line. The frequencies of the fuselage modes are given below. 

Arbitrary syrmnetric modes: uncoupled frequencies, 3.1 and 11.4 c.p.s. 

Arbitrary antismetric mode: uncoupled frequency, 8.7 c.p.s. 

The overtone antisymmetric fuselage modt: was neglected. 

The assumed modes of the foreplane were:- 

Ivlode 3 Parabolic bending along hinge line at an uncoupled frequency of 
70.1 o.p.s. 

z = or-r12q3 + “brq 

0 
a = $'7sLt12A,q3. 

Mode .!+ Foreplane rotation about hinge line - frequency varied 

a zz cos h, c& . 

Mode 5 Foreplane lir~ar torsion about mid-chord at an uncoupled frequency 
of 23.3 c.p.s. 

where a is the lint-of-flight incidence of foruplana 

Al is the sweepback of the hinge line 

hz 
is the sweepback of the mid-chord line. 
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The other symbols have the same meaning as they had in section 6.1. Ko 
allowance was made for the aerodynamic forces cn the nosti. 

Curves of flutter speed against foreplane rotaticn frequency for the 
syrmnetric and antisymmetric cases are given in figs.12 and 13 respectively. 
The symmetric flutter is insensitive tc variaticns in the fuselage fre- 
quencies; this is particularly so at high foreplane rotation frequencks. 
Here the flutter is flexure-torsion flutter of the foreplanc modified tc a 
small extent by the fortiplane rotation mode. This modification leads to an 
8$ drop in flutter speed when the foreplane rotation frequency is 1~0 c.p.s. 
The antisyznnetric flutter speed is more sensitive to variations in fuselage 
stiffness than the symmetric. The flutter speed decreases as the fuselage 
torsional stiffness is increased as on foreplane A. It is of interest to 
note that symmetric flutter occurs at lower airspeed than antismetric 
flutter when the foreplane rotation frequency is between I4 and 40 c.p.s. 

6.3 Aircraft C 

The foreplane of thi s aircraft is essentially differant from the others. 
Two features peculiar to it are C, its highly swept delta ccnf'iguration and its 
having forcplane and elevator axes coincident. The node in the fuselage 
modes was assumed to be 57.5 ft aft of the hinge line. Its symmetric and 
antisymmetric flutter characteristics were investigated using arbitrary 
modes. The calculated frequencies of tht fuselage modes were:- 

Arbitrary symmetric modes: uncoupled frequencies, 3.6 and 15.9 c.p.8. 

Arbitrary antisymmetric mode: frequency of fundamental 18.9 C.P.S. 

The foreplane modes were:- 

Mcd.e 3 Parabolic bending of foreplane at an uncoupled frequency of 
15.7 c.p.s. 

2 z = err q 3 

a = 0 . 

Mode 4 Rotation of foreplane about its hinge - frequency varied 

Mode 5 Linear torsion of elevator - frequency varied 

Z = crrlE2¶.5 

Mode 6 Rotation of elevator - frequency varied 

where symbols have the same meaning as they had in section 6.1. 
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The foreplane torsion mode has been omitted as it would be a very high 
frequency mode and unlikely to play any significant part in flutter in the 
speed range under consideration. Fuselage aerodynamics were based on 
results obtained on aircraft E. 

The results obtained for aircraft C were quite difftrcnt from the 
results obtained on the other three. At elevator torsion and rotation 
frequencies of 25 and 30 c.p.s. all symmetric flutter below 1500 ft/seo was 
confined to foreplane rotation frequencies between 13.4 and 17.6 c.p.s. 
Antisymmetric flutter was absent below 2200 ft/sec at all foreplane rotation 
frequencies. By decreasing the elevator torsion frequency 4tificiently the 
extent of the flutter, both symmetric and antisymnetric, was increased. 
Curves of flutter speed against foreplane rotation at such a torsional fre- 
quency are given in fig. 14. The stabilizing effect of the fuselage torsion 
mode, observed on aircraft A and B, is seen in this case to be very marked. 
The effect of the elevator torsion frequency on flutter was investigated for 
the particular case of a high foreplane rotation frequency; the results are 
shown in fig. 16. It is seen that the flutter is basically foreplane bending- 
elevator torsion flutter, and flutter can be eliminatid by increasing the 
torsion stiffness of the elevator provided the elevator rotation frequency 
is sufficiently high, e.g. 25 c.p,s. For an elevator rotation frequency of 
IO c.p*s., the flutter is not eliminated: as the torsion frequency is 
increased foreplane bending-elevator torsion flutter gives way to foreplane 
bending-elevator rotation flutter. 

6.4 AircraftE 

Arbitrary and 'normal' syrrmetric calculations were made on this air- 
craft. The fixed points in the fuselage were assumed to be 51 ft aft of the 
foreplane hinge line. The calculated frequencies of the fuselage modes are 
given below. 

Arbitrary symmetric modes: uncoupled frequencies 5.0 snd 20.1 c,p.s. 

‘N0YJIIB.l’ symmetric modes: frequencies 7.4 and 24.6 c.p.s. 

The assumed foreplane modes were:- 

Mode 3 Parabolic bending at an uncoupled frequency of 9.0 c.p.s. 

2 = o&n*9 3 

a E: 0. 

Mode 4 Rotation of foreplane about its hinge line - frequency varied 

a 
= %’ 

Hcde 5 Linear torsion of foreplane about mid-chord at 30.1 c.p,s. 

a 5 
q5 l 
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Mode 6 Rotation of elevator - frequency varied 

where symbols have the same meaning as thi;y had in section 6.1. 

Account was taken cf the aerodynamic forces acting cn the fuselage 
nose but they were found to have no appreciable effect. 

Curves of flutter speed against foroplane rotaticn frequency arti given 
in fig. 17, both for the 'normal' and arbitrary mcdcs. It will be seen that 
the curves are still rising quite steeply at foreplane rotation frequencies 
between 20 and 30 c.p.s. This is presumably bl;cause the flcxurc-torsion 
binary flutter speed - to which the curves in fig.17 will be roughly asymp- 
totic - is high. This high binary flutter speed (3060 ft/sec) results mainly 
from a high torsional stiffness and a high degree of taper. Curves of flutter 
speed against elevator rotation frequency are given in fig.18. 

7 ConcludinF- rc,marks on foreplane flutter 

The following observations are made on the foreplane flutter 
calculations. 

(i) Results obtained from symmetric flutter calculations differ widely 
according to whether the fuselage modes art: orthogonal aith mzgeet to the 
body freedoms or not. We may conclude that in arbitrary mode foreplane 
calculations the body freedoms pitch and vertical translaticn should tither 
be incorporated in the fuselage modes or included as separate degrees of 
freedom. 

(ii) An increase in fuselage torsion stiffness results in a decrease in 
flutter speed when the foreplane rotation frequency is abcvc and away from 
the foreplane bending frequency and thL elevator rotation frequency is high. 
A similar destabilizing effect would bc expected in elevator flutter and 
this is, in fact, confirmed at isolated elevator frequencies. Symmetric 
flutter involving primarily foreplane flcxure, rotation and torsion is less 
sensitive to changes in fuselage stiffness. 

(iii) On aircraft A, B and C, the synmetric flutter speed is lower than the 
antisymmetric when the foreplane rotation frequency is above and away from 
the foreplane bending frequency and the elevator rotation frequency is high. 
This arises partly as a result of the stabilzing effect of the: fuselage 
torsion mode mentioned in (ii). No antisymmetric calculaticns were done on 
aircraft E and so no comparison is possible. 

(iv) In fore-plane flutter in which the elevator plays no significant part, 
the higher the flexure-torsion flutter speed, the lower, in general, is the 
foreplane rotation frewency that is necessary to achieve a certain VI,. 

w The possibility of divergence is real if the foreplanc control stiff- 
ness is low. 

8 Fin flutter 

Calculations were made on aircraft A, C and E; the assumed shapes are 
shown in fig.19. The fins on aircraft A and C are placed centrally but the 
fins on aircraft E are at the wing tips. Throughout the work, factored two 
dimensional incompressible derivatives were used in calculating the aero- 
dynamic coefficients. The factors applied were cos A[f(A)]2 to tht: 
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stiffness derivatives and cos A f(A) t the damping derivatives (A is 
sweep of leading-edge and f(A) = 1 + O%&, where % is the effective 

aspect ratio of fin in position on the aircraft). Details of the aalcula- 
tions and results obtained on each aircraft follow. The flutter speeds 
quoted do not include the Mach No. correction. The effect of compressibility 
may be estimated in the same way as for the wing and fore--lane flutter 
calculations. 

8. I Aircraft A 

The fin was ass-d to be encastered at the; plot end to defortil in 
modes of parabolic bending, parabolic and cubic torsion and rudder rotation. 
i.e. 

z = “rf,~r))~ 

P = 94 
where z is displacement ~rpendicular to plane of fin 

a is line-of-flight incidence of fin 

P is rudder incidence relative to fin 

rl is a non-dimensional spanwise variable 

fl 
s T-j2 at an uncoupled frequency of 9.2 c,p,s. 

f2 
f'undamatal coupled frequency 13.5 c.p.s. 

The calculated fin flutter speed is 1028 knots at a frequency of II c,p.s. 
The rudder degree of freedom has a destabilizing effect although not very 
pronounced. Por a rudder rotation frequency of IO c.p.s. the flutter ssed 
is 922 knots. 

8.2 Aircraft C 

Quaternary calculations were made on this fin. The degrees of freedom 
were* . fin parabolic bending, fin linear torsion about O,&.$ohord line, 
rudder rotation, rudder linear torsion (zero twist at its base). 
i.e. 

z (flexural axis) 1= crq2c+ 

where af is the incidence perpendicular to the flexural axis. The two 

coupled frequencies associated with thi fin modes were 5.2 and 26 c,p.s.; 
the frequencies of the rudder rotation and rudder torsion modes were left as 
variables, Curves of flutter speed against rudder torsicn frequency at ccn- 
stant rudder rotation frequencies are given in fi.g.20. For a rudder rota- 
tion frequency of 12.3 c.p.s. - as shown in fig.20 - there is a low 
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frequency type of flutter only. At the higher rotation frequencies, 18.0 
and a.5 C.P.S., there is a high frequency branch as well as the low fre- 
quency branch. Any increase in rotation frequency has the effect of raising 
the lower frequency curve and pushing the nose of the high frequency curve 
to the right. Thus, for a given torsion frequency, gain - in terms of 
flutter speed - in the lower frequency type as a result of increasing the 
rotation frequency, is restricted by the encroaching nose of the high fre- 
quency flutter curve. Further gain may however be acccmplished by increas- 
ing the elevator torsion frequency. 

8.3 AircraftE 

This aircraft has two fins, one at oath wing tip. Senary flutter 
calculations were made involving the following modes: wing parabolic bend- 
ing (2.77 c.p.s.),fin parabolic bending, parabolic torsion about O.&%chord 
line, cubic torsion about same chord line, rudder rotation, rudder torsion 
(zero twist at its base). The assumed fin and rudder displacements in the 
fin modes were:- 

2 (flexural Bxis) E crf2(q)q2 

uf = fijhhj f f4(77)¶& 

P = %j Yr f&-d~ 

where af is incidence perpendicular to the flexural axis 

and f2 
= q2 at an uncoupled frequency of 10.2 c.p.s. 

f3 = ?I2 

f4 = ?I3 i 
fundamental coupled frequency 15.7 c.p.s. 

f6 = rl frequency varied. 

Curves of flutter speed against the rudder torsion frequency for various 
rudder rotaticn frequencies are given in fig.21. 

9 Comparison of the flutter characteristics of the three fins 

Flutter characteristics of the fins and related data are given below 
for comparison. 

Item Fink FinC FinE 

Flutter speed in knots 1028 894 756 
Flutter frequency in c.p.s. 11.0 14.0 12.8 

Frequency parameter 0.76 0.67 0.53 

Skin thiclazess in ins. in torsion 
I 

O.OfX)(steel) 0,035(stee1) O.ll(dural) 
in bending t1 0.042 1) 

Thickness/chord ratio 3 4 4 
span in ft 16.0 13.6 13.1 

Chord at 0.7 span in ft 18.98 II.42 8.36 

Distance of flexursl axis sft of 
1.e. (in chords) 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Distance of inertia axis aft of 
1.e. (in chords) 0.57 0.45 0.5 
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10 &ncluding remarks -- 

Xing, foreplanc and fin fluttLr calculaticns, and ailcrcn n:vcrsal 
calculations, have been described; and it is fc.lt that this rcccrd of the 
results will swvc to indicate the magnitude of the: acro4astic prcblc*ias to 
be expected on future supersonic designs. These results, cn which the 
tender assessments as regards aeroclasticity were based, taer:: thin used to 
compare on an aeroelastic basis -the types of planforin chosen by the firas. 
To do this, variables from terder tc tender such as thiciuzssjchcrd ratio 
and skin thickness were eliminated by scaling the flutter speeds to corres- 
pond to the same values of thickness/chord ratio and skin thickness. lIing 
B was not subjected to this treatment because of its essentially diifercnt 
form of construction, It has, however, very desirable flutter charazteri- 
sties. Of the folu: that wert compared, the planform of wing C appears te be 
by far the best in teDns of flutter speed pzr unit skin *liass. The other 
three, wings A, D and E, have very comparable flutter chrractzistics. On 
aileron reversal the planform of C was still ahead, but the planforll of wing 
A was better than that of E, possibly as a result cf its lack cf strut-r;ural 
sweep, No aileron reversal calculations were made on aircraft D. It was 
not possible to say with any certainty whether aileron reversal or flutter 
was the mcrc critical design case: on aircraft Ii flutter appeared tc be the 
mere critical; on aircraft E it seemed likely to bc ailercn reversal. On 
aircraft C aileron reversal rtiquirements - in tC;illS of skin thickness - 
were the grtater; but both castes were far from critical. 

The results of tht; foreplane flutter calculations are cf particular 
intcrcst because of the unconventional canard layouts. The effects of the 
control frequencies and fuselage modes were investigated and tht, rtisults 
prescntLd in graphical form. It was seen that divcrgencz, primarily between 
thi: fuselage flcxure and foreplane rotation modtis, is a pcssibility if the 
foreplane control stiffness is low. The need tc include: body freedoms cf 
pitch and vertical translation in the symmetric flutter calculations was 
also noted. On the three foreplanes where both symmetric and antisyinmetric 
flutter calculations were made, the symmetric L'luttcr speed was lower than 
the artisymnetric when the foreplane rotation frequency was well above the 
foreplane bending frequency and when the elevator was, in effect, locked. 
This was due, in part, to the stabilizing effect of the fuselage torsion 
mode at certain frequencies. 

The value. of all the results is limited by the simple approach that 
has been adopted throughout. 
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